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From the President …

May 2021

Well friends, it has been a very long 13 months since
we have been together for an in person monthly TTR
meeting and this month is the one in which we will
finally emerge from the darkness of Zoom. I suppose we should be grateful for the technology that
has allowed us to stay connected and do the official
business of the Club, however, it just isn’t the same
as really being together. Thanks to John Barrett
for organizing a few Saturday breakfasts in recent
weeks so some of our members could practice the
intricacies of face to face interaction and to Len
Myers for hosting the May meeting at his
home. Mike Hado will send address details to the
membership via email.
I am a bit disappointed that I will have to miss the
auspicious occasion of this first real meeting and will
turn the gavel over to Mike Rouse to lead this
one. At the same time I am excited about the prospect of departing on May 4 on my first cross country drive with the FOGs. Our fearless FOG leader
Dave Smith is leading eight of us (Tyler Smith, Mike
Hado, Randy DeRuiter, Karl Rettenmaier, James
Moore, Stan Seto, Franz Bachmann and yours truly)
on a 4,200 mile trek to the Finger Lakes region of
NY and back. Dave spends an enormous amount of
time planning these drives that include daily itineraries, reservations for hotels, restaurants and various points of interest in almost every state through
which we drive. By now everyone who is going to NY
should be almost done with serious maintenance and
preparations for the drive. I’m told that I should
pack the AAA card, and a minimum amount of clothing and accessories so as to leave the majority of
the storage space in my TR6 for spare parts, tools
and motor oil. Should be a thrilling trip with these
dauntless Triumph sojourners. Thank you Road Master Dave.
Regarding the meeting at Len’s home, it is important
that everyone remember that while the Covid numbers in Harris County have greatly improved it is still
important for us to keep our guard up. For everyone’s safety, let’s please observe the following protocols at the meeting:

1.

Socially distant visiting time from 2:00-3:00pm;

2. Business meeting will convene at 3:02pm;
3. Weather permitting we will gather in the back yard
patio to accommodate good social distancing. If
raining, the meeting will move indoors to the large
garage &/or family room. Please bring your own
folding chair;
4. Based on the new CDC guidelines released this week
we will be able to remove our face coverings while
we are outside. (Pray for good weather) However,
everyone should still bring a face covering in case
we are forced indoors. Since we don’t know if anyone in attendance may not have been vaccinated, we
are asking everyone to be respectful and wear your
face covering if indoors;
5. Canned &/or bottled beverages (water, soft drinks,
beer) will be provided in Club coolers;
6. No covered dish food and no buffet style food will
be provided. Bring your own food, if desired;
7. For those who are unable to attend or are not yet
comfortable joining an in person setting, the meeting will also be shared on Zoom. Instructions will
be forthcoming as in past months.

Have a good meeting, a good May, and I will see all of
you after May 19 when the FOGs return. Until then,
keep those Triumphs on the road.
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Tales of a Wondering Mechanic – Jerry Gruss

May 2021

Before I dive into the meaningful portion of my
monthly submission, I’d like to take a second and
thank at least one of our not so fellow club members (because I don’t think “fellow” is a very good
adjective for any female).
The long awaited TTR Blue Bonnet drive departed
somewhat as planned. Unfortunately, I did not respond to the organizers early and was not included
in the actual plans. Prudence and I have been
known to be late. Regardless, the circuitous drive
began without us. While refueling the TR3 at the
designated starting point (at the designated
starting time), my favorite mother, Prudence,
called Fred Wagner’s’ favorite mother, and Eric
Shuman’s favorite wife, Sharon. Hastily, we set
off in pursuit of a long line of travelling Triumphs,
guided by means of Sharon’s cryptic texts on her
cell phone bouncing along in the passenger seat of
a TR6. Prudence used two cell phones simultaneously. Sharon texted what corner they crossed
and what direction they were travelling while Pru
navigated us towards it. As I came around a sharp
corner, a motorcycle travelling towards us waved
franticly as if to say “the rest are barely in front
of you, but beware the ides of March” -or something like that.

Wondering Mechanic
Thank-You “fellow” club family members Sharon,
Prudence, Sallie and Mike for having the patience
and skill to direct when directions seem futile.
That is a typical example of how the family club
members are willing to pitch in and keep the drivers on the Triumphant track.

I suppose we missed a turn because we failed to
catch up by the first rest stop and opted to hit
the Buc-ee’s for a little relief. Some strange woman in the parking lot needed a picture of our TR3
for her father who had the same car, same color
when it was new, but I digress.
Eventually, and before the lunch destination, we
did catch up. Somehow, Prudence and I were indecisively stopped at an intersection, as the Triumph
caravan caught up to and drove past us latecomers. I don’t know how many GPS searches or texts
were involved, but it became our most interesting
drive of the past two seasons - even if it hadn’t
been our only drive in the past two seasons. So,

All Caught up with the Caravan
And now for the meaningful part. Happy Mother’s
Day to all my “fellow” club members... and I mean
it.
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TTR Meeting Minutes for April

May 2021

This was the thirteenth (and hopefully last) virtual monthly meeting via Zoom. The Covid situation continues to
require meeting virtually.
TTR President Hal Sharp brought the meeting to order at 3:06 after some fun interaction by the virtual attendees. There were ~ 44 attendees present in-person and by proxy constituting a quorum for club business.
Opening Comments – Hal thanked the members for their participation, thanked Fred Wagner for hosting the
Zoom meeting, and proceeded with the planned meeting agenda.
Approval of Minutes – M/S/A to approve the minutes from the last meeting as published in the last Bluebonnet.
Membership - Mike Hado – reported 197 member families, same as last month. Mike reminded the attendees that
he will send out a “Dues are Due” email next month.
Treasurer’s Report – Hal Sharp for Patsy Papp – reported the inflows, outflows, and current balance.
Regalia - John Wakefield – reported no regalia activity the past month.
IT – Bob Pennington –reported that he will get officers photos at the next meeting for the website. Bob said the
club will need to decide what to do about Meet-up subscription. There was some discussion about what Bluebonnet newsletters to have on the website. The concurrence was to post six issues, the newest being six months old.
Sallie Rouse suggested that we encourage members to join Meet-up and put it in the Bluebonnet.
Special Events
• Bluebonnet Run – Mike Rouse - reported on the great event with thirty members, sixteen Triumphs, three
lesser cars, and spectacular bluebonnet fields.
• Pickett House Drive – Mike Rouse – reported that he had worked up a drive for Saturday, May 1, for lunch
at the Pickett House Restaurant in Woodville, TX. The destination restaurant serves family style meals at
a fixed price with a private room available. Mike drove the route and there are very nice roads. Mike
Hado will send a note to TTR membership to see if there is interest.
• Shriner’s Fly-in - Mike Rouse – provided some information about the Shriner’s Fly-In at Scholes Field in
Galveston on Sunday, May 2. Details are available on the MG Club website.
• Autocross – Hal Sharp for Dusty Nicholson - reported that the police academy track might be opening
sooner than October as reported earlier.
• FOG Trip – Dave Smith – reported that the FOG Drive will be from May 4 – 19. The route will be to Upstate New York, including a visit to Watkins Glen International race facility. There are ten Triumphs (11
people) signed up for the trip.
6

TTR Meeting Minutes for April

May 2021

• Non-TTR future events of interest:
 July 23-25 – Kastner Cup Race - Portland (OR) International Raceway
 September 14-18 – VTR Nationals - Edmond, Oklahoma
 October 14-17 – Triumphest 2021 – Flagstaff, AZ
Breakfast Meetings – John Barrett - reported that we have been out two times now. Both events were outside
dining on the patio, and that worked well. We will try to keep with that format for now. Currently the situation
does not permit scheduling very far in advance due to the changing situation regarding restaurant availability.
John continues to monitor on the situation as reported by the Texas Medical Center.
New Business
• May Monthly Meeting – Hal Sharp – Hal mentioned that we can consider restarting in-person meetings. The next one would be hosted by Len Myers, with a large back yard to enable social distancing. In
the event of rain, we can move into the garage. The attendees voted via Zoom and the majority were in
favor of meeting in-person in May. Mike Hado will send a notice to TTR Members regarding the meeting
and the Covid precautions that will be in place. The meeting will also include Zoom participation via laptop
for members who elect not to participate in-person.
• TTR Officer Slate – Hal Sharp - reported that the Nominating Committee has a proposed slate of officers for the next year:
 President – Hal Sharp
 VP Special Events - Mike Rouse
 VP Local Events - Rick Cassani
 Treasurer - Patsy Papp
 Secretary - John Hanten
 Membership - Mike Hado
 Bluebonnet Editor - John Hanten
 Regalia Coordinator - Currently soliciting candidates for Regalia Coordinator
M/S/A – to accept the slate of officers as presented.
• VTR Membership – Hal Sharp – Hal encouraged TTR members to join VTR and support the national VTR
club.
Adjourn - M/S/A to adjourn at 4:00.

Minutes recorded and edited by John Hanten.
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TTR April Meeting Photos and Schedule

May 2021
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TTR April Meeting Photos and Schedule

May 2021

Monthly Meetings Scheduled:
• TBD - TTR Party Event
• May – Len Myers
• June – Rick Cassani & LeAnn Hill
• July – Jeff & Angela Harris
• August – Louise Carter
• September • October - Sharon & Eric Schumann
• November – James Moore

Screenshot Photos - John Hanten & Fred Wagner
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Member News - Mike Hado

May 2021

New Members:
Pat & Carol Hile, San Antonio, TX – 1959 Yellow TR3A

TTR Birthdays for May
Mary Niquette

1

Laurie Schlaudt

3

Lindsey Trenholme

4

Mary Jo Coselli

5

Gretchen Pindell

5

Lisa Daves

6

Terri Bigsby

7

Kim Kanyuck

8

Sam Jeffries

9

Tonda Macy

9

Sherri Wasilewski

21

Steve Drake

22

Jeff Kaiser

25

Rebecca Bach

27

Jennifer Vukelich (VA) 27
Wendy Maboudian

28

Brianne Murphy

28

Ricky Roberts

28

Jeff Harris

30
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TTR Club Calendar

May 2021

Club Events
Breakfast Meetings

- Saturday Travelling Breakfasts are starting to
resume at restaurants featuring large or outdoor dining areas. Stay tuned by checking Meet-Up and emails from Mike
Hado

NOTE; See the TTR Meetup website for specific information for all events:
https://www.meetup.com/TexasTriumphRegister/
When breakfast meetings resume we meet between 7:30 am & 8 am for coffee & usually eat Breakfast at around
8:00 am. Car viewing after Breakfast

Monthly Meetings

-

May monthly in-person meeting (also Zoom meeting)
Saturday, May 8, 2021
Host: Len Meyers
2:00 - 3:00

Greet and safe socializing

3:02 - ??? Monthly Meeting
Location details in meeting reminder e-mail from Mike Hado

Non-club Triumph Events
VTR 2021 National Convention - Sept. 14-18, Edmond, OK

https://www.triumphsokc.org/
Triumphest 2021 - Oct. 14-17, Flagstaff, AZ

Venue - Little America Hotel, reservations available now.
Triumphest 2021
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Annual Meeting Proxy

May 2021

THE GULF COAST TRIUMPH ASSOCIATION, INC. D/B/A TEXAS TRIUMPH
REGISTER ANNUAL MEETING PROXY
Proxy voting instructions:
If you are a member in good standing of The Gulf Coast Triumph Association, Inc. d/b/a Texas Triumph Register and
unable to attend the annual meeting on May 8, 2021 please indicate your approval or disapproval of the 2021-2022 slate
of officers listed below. Indicate your preference by forwarding your email reply to
info@texastriumphregister.org .
Simply state that you give your proxy vote of approval or disapproval of the slate of officers to the President of said corporation, Hal Sharp, who will cast all proxy votes according to the preferences indicated by members.
Slate of officers for the 2021-2022 elected term:
President: Hal Sharp
Vice President - Special Events: Mike Rouse
Vice President – Events: Rick Cassani
Treasurer: Patsy Papp
Secretary: John Hanten

Membership Coordinator/Historian: Mike Hado
Regalia Coordinator: TBD
Bluebonnet Editor: John Hanten
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VTR 2021 National Convention Flyer

May 2021
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Traveling TR Breakfast Club

May 2021

The TR Traveling Breakfast Club restarted following a
one-year hiatus due to the Covid safety situation. The
opening event was at 9er’s Restaurant in Sugar Land.
There was a strong turnout with lots of members driving their Triumphs.
Here’s photos from the April Breakfast Club meetings.

April 3, 2021
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Traveling TR Breakfast Club

May 2021

April 3, 2021
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Traveling TR Breakfast Club

May 2021

April 10, 2021
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Traveling TR Breakfast Club

May 2021

April 17, 2021
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Traveling TR Breakfast Club

May 2021

April 24, 2021

Photos - John Hanten
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Featured Car - Randy & Val DeRuiter’s TR4

May 2021

Continuing with the goal of featuring cars of TTR club members, this month again features one of the TTR cars
that was at the 2019 VTR National Convention in Dripping Springs, TX. That event was covered with comments
and photos by Shawn Frank, Editor of The Vintage Triumph, the monthly publication of the Vintage Triumph Register. Shawn has provided his permission to use both the text and photos in the featured cars from that event.
This month’s featured car is a red TR4 built in 1962 that belonged at the time of the 2019 National Convention
to Randy and Val DeRuiter, TTR members since 2006. The car has been at many TTR events, and has been nicely
restored and modified. Here is his story about the car and his history with Triumphs. Note - since the 2019 National Convention, the ownership of the car has passed to club members Mike and Sallie Rouse to continue the conservation of this fine example.

How did you get interested in Triumphs?
Triumphs caught my eye in the early 70’s when I was in
high school. Don’t tell Dave Smith, but it was the Triumph Spitfire with its long tilting hood and easy access
to its monster engine that I thought was really cool.
Fast forward to the early 80’s, a Plano Texas work colleague asked me to assist him in the hunt for a TR6.
He found his TR6, and I decided I’d find my Spitfire.
And I did - a nonrunning beat-up 1974 with a peeling
paint job, shot gearbox and other assorted issues. Yes,
I bought a basket case a mere 2-3 years after they
stopped production. It was love at first sight. Speaking of that, around that time I met Valerie and to my
shock she tolerated and encouraged this obsession of
mine.

2nd Triumph, 1969 TR6 – with daughter Gari Lynn’s
approval (SOLD)

3rd Triumph, 1972 TR6 – with son Daniel (now 6’ 4”)
(SOLD)
1st Triumph, 1974 Spitfire - and Randy’s last attempt to paint a car (SOLD)
The first Spitfire led to a several decades long affair

with Triumphs, with a few fights and breakups over the
years but with us always returning to the marque. Over
time we have owned seven favorite Triumphs and many
more part/project cars, always thinking we’d keep the
19

Featured Car - Randy & Val DeRuiter’s TR4

4th Triumph, 1964 TR4 – Val getting ready for
Georgia nationals (SOLD)

May 2021

Project car debut in California

favorite Triumphs forever but inevitably sending most
off to their next custodians. And in fact, this feature
TR4, number seven in the line of “keep in our hearts
forever” cars, remains in our hearts but is no longer in
our garage as its custodianship has been moved on to
friends and fellow club members Mike and Sallie Rouse.

When did you acquire this Triumph?
I bought this car in 2016 in Katy Texas from another
work colleague. He liked the TR4 I had at the time
(now Bob Pennington’s car) and on my prodding bought
this similarly colored red TR4 in 2010 from another
California enthusiast to experience Triumph ownership.
After driving it about 5 miles I think it sat unattended
for over 5 years until he called me to help empty his
garage. Friend that I am, I helped him out at a suitably
discounted price of course and he never realized that
was my plan all along. Muah ha ha.

Where and how did you find it?
This TR4 first showed up on my radar in 2006 on the
Triumph forum at www.britishcarforum.com. The enthusiast from California posted that he had acquired a
1962 TR4 surrey top project and then he chronicled his
restoration efforts over the next couple of years in
very good detail. After he finished his restoration, he
decided to try out Porsches instead so mentioned he
might sell the car. At that point I sprang my trap and

Finished project in California

enlisted my work buddy to buy the car and store it for
me until I was ready for it.

What do you know about the history of the
car?
Other than what I learned about the car from the car
forum, the long-term history of the car is a mystery.
Based on its commission number it was built in 1962,
but its California title and subsequent Texas titles
have it listed as a 1964 car. This is unusual but not
unique as cars were typically titled in the year they
20

Featured Car - Randy & Val DeRuiter’s TR4
were sold, so this car may have sat on the dealer lot for
a while before finding its first home.

Any interesting or unusual facts?
Well, I think the biggest feature that makes this car
an interesting car is the factory surrey top. Its why I
had my work buddy buy and store the car for me for
over five years. I admire Standard Triumph for many
things, but I think they knocked it out of the park in all
of their hardtop designs and the surrey top is king in
my mind.

What has been done to the car?
A better question might be what hasn’t been done to
the car? The car arrived at the California enthusiast’s
doorstep as a completely torn down project missing almost all of the small parts. Via the forum I was able to
watch the car built up over a couple year period so I
had a reasonable idea of what was done and what may
still need to be done. Getting it back together, tending
to paint and bodywork, and putting in a nice interior
were all documented on the forum. The other plus was
that the enthusiast was a professional photographer, so
many very nice pictures were available to document the
process.

May 2021

cracked a fuel line, I could see fuel immediately whereupon the car started right up and we made it to the
meeting with no further issues. At the meeting the car
unceremoniously dumped enough oil on the Smiths
driveway to embarrass even the most ardent Triumph
owner. Sorry about that! Heading back the fuel issue
revisited us a couple more times briefly – ultimately the
problem was traced to a failed gas tank lining which was
clogging the fuel line. A new gas tank and flushed lines
eliminated that issue but started a more thorough mechanical rebuild that took a couple years to complete.
The big list of rebuild activities included:
•

Full Engine rebuild. The huge puddle of oil left at
its TTR meeting debut, along with an alarming and
noticeable engine fan wobble was enough incentive
to rebuild the engine. Both engine block and crankshaft were replaced as the block was found to be
cracked at two head stud locations and the crankshaft nose was bent and looked to have been adjusted with an angle grinder by some prior craftsman. I had a spare block that was put to replacement use and Mike Hado kindly provided a replacement crankshaft. The new engine received a rebuilt

And what has been done since you’ve owned it?
Well... a bit.
The California enthusiast was open and
honest on the forum as he documented his first restoration of a bare car shell. He had been told the
drivetrain was restored but other than starting the car
up and driving short distances he didn’t touch much of
the underlying mechanicals. So, my expectation was
that some deeper mechanical work would be needed to
make the car roadworthy.
And it was. After taking delivery of the TR4 in mid2016, I had it running well enough to make the November TTR meeting at Dave and Nena Smiths house for
its first TTR debut. In the drive to their house from
Katy, Valerie and I almost made it until the car lost all
power and we coasted to a stop. No fuel. After I

Old engine block showing crack
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cylinder head set up for unleaded fuel, and was
equipped with an 87 MM piston and liner set, an
uprated Steve Yott oil pump, a modern Chris Marx
oil seal, and a 10 under balanced crank assembly
with the help of Pete’s Crankshaft Grinding and
Westside Performance for machine shop work.

New Engine Ready to Install

Old engine Coming out
•

A-type overdrive upgrade. The original 4 speed
gearbox worked well except someone had drilled a
huge hole in the bellhousing in order to weld the
clutch fork in place. It likely fixed a broken clutch
fork pin but it made the gearbox very hard to service. I wanted a better gearbox for highway cruising so enlisted gearbox guru Mike Hado to build up
an A type overdrive gearbox with upgraded laygear
and 28% overdrive versus the stock Triumph 22%.
New Engine Going in
22
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Differential Problem – note axle tube slipping out
slightly
Prior Gearbox Fix
•

Replaced differential. From reading the car restoration progress on the forum I knew the previous
owner had questions about the differential, as he
noted that one of the rivets holding the passenger
axle tube in place had come loose. When I inspected, I realized that one rivet was loose but a second
one was completely missing and the axle tube was
physically pulling out of the center differential
case. Not a good thing. I was able to source a replacement TR4 differential thanks to TTR member
Mark Baich so replaced the differential along with
the leaf spring bushings which were disintegrating
to fix things up.

•

Rebuilt front suspension. Although the suspension
wasn’t hinting to any obvious problems, the “as long
as I’m in there” instinct took hold and a full front
suspension rebuild was undertaken. The rebuild did
uncover a bent vertical link which was replaced
along with freshened springs and bushings.

And other than a full brake and clutch hydraulics rebuild and maybe something else I forgot that was about
it for the work I did on the car. But with all that work
completed I thought the car was as pretty on the inside as it was on the outside.

Radio plate adapted for fan, hazard switches, USB
and power ports
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1st shakedown run, 2018 Bluebonnet Run

Led 3rd brake light attached to backlight

Below - Hardtop test fit for the future
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Has the car been in any shows?
Yes, it was. We attended two shows in 2019 with it, the
VTR Regional in Pottsboro and the VTR National in
Dripping Springs. Actually, Valerie attended two shows
with the TR4, as she was the driver on both trips while
I tagged along in our TR3A.
In Pottsboro we entered the TR4 in Concours Modified
Touring, where it met some very nice cars and stiff
competition so we did not place in that category. In
Dripping Springs we entered in the Participants Choice
TR4/4A , TR250 category and were very pleased to
take first place.

May 2021

What kind of events do you enjoy doing with
the car?
I’m not sure that there is an event I don’t enjoy in a
Triumph and this TR4 has been no exception for us. A
main incentive for getting the TR4, though, was to use
it as a touring car as I’ve been involved in the Texas
FOG trips. With the nonstock but comfy Miata seats,
taller overdrive gearing and a few other tweaks it was
set up to do long distance drives. I had it prepped for
the California FOG trip of 2018 but my mom passed
away a week or so prior to the trip so I missed the
start of that one. Sadly also that was when we lost our
mutual friend Russ Seto so the trip was ultimately cancelled.
I had intended to use it on future tours but priorities
change and I thought I was being a bit piggish to have
3 TRs in the garage. That and Mike Rouse kept drooling over the car which was a pain to clean up so I decided to sell it to him. Kidding aside, in conversations with
Mike I knew he was a kindred spirit who never hesitates to dive into mechanical mysteries and the TR4
was a great fit for him. I hope Mike and Sallie get
many miles and smiles out of the car in the future.
Just warn them to watch out for the dreaded previous
owner.

Val and Randy at the 2019 VTR Nationals

5th Triumph, 1959 TR3A – (MAKE OFFER)
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North American Triumphs

This lady in red is a 1962 TR4 owned by Randy
and Valerie DeRuiter. We spotted it at The Vintage Triumph Register National 2019 in Dripping Springs, Texas, hosted by the Hill Country
Triumph Club, Austin TX.
I love a red Triumph. It is hard not to, judging
by the look of each one, doesn't matter the
model. This TR is no exception. Red seems to
accentuate the curves of the short bubble and
the flowing body lines. The wheels are very nice
as well.
Looking inside, the coco mats, loop carpet,
shiny steering wheel, and comfy seats would
make it really easy to stare at that beautiful
dash. The Offenhauser rocker cover and clean
engine bay catch the eye as well.
What a great TR4!

Photos from 2019 VTR Concours

Story - Randy & Val DeRuiter, John Hanten
Photos - Shawn Frank, Randy DeRuiter
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Video Link - Classic Triumph Cars
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This month is a link to another YouTube video - Classic
Triumph Cars, produced by The Great British Channel.
From their intro to the video:

The Great British Channel
“There is certainly no classic car quite like the Triumph. In
this programme we explore a hand-picked selection and
take a front seat as they're put through their paces, including classic and iconic models; the Stag, TR2, TR7,
Herald and schoolboy dream Spitfire. We also discuss the
rich history that lies behind each featured model.”
The video is a 56 minute well-produced story covering
the history of Triumph and key personnel, and featured coverage of the cars described above.

Classic Triumph Cars - YouTube
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Join TRA Today Flyer
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TTR Regalia
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Partial List of TTR Regalia
Item
$
Ladies Hats
12
Gray TTR T-shirts
15
Grille Badge
35
Men’s Hats
15
License Plate Frames
20
Hat Pins
7.5
Iron on Logo Patches
5
3
TR-3 Coffee Cups
For more information and availability of shirt sizes, or If you have ideas
or requests for new items, contact John Wakefield, Regalia Master.
See website for additional info. Customized TTR-logo shirts are available through Lands End on-line purchase.
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Currently I have molds for round refrigerator magnets, rectangular pendants (ornaments or magnets), coasters,
and shelf plates. The round designs are available as 2.25” magnets, 4” rimmed cork-backed coasters, or 7” shelf
plates.
Late-TR6 available Triumph colors

Other Triumph-related designs

TTR Drive Souvenir Magnets
2021 Polar Bear Run

2021 Bluebonnet Run

40th Anniversary - magnet or coaster

Pricing:
•
•
•
•

Round Magnets - $5
Pendants - $5 (drilled with jump ring included, or as magnets)
Coasters - $7 ea., any 4 for $25
Shelf Plate $20 (Stand is $2 additional)

Please contact me for any requests. I will be bringing finished pieces to the TTR monthly meetings, and can
cast to order. jbh
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Recent Triumph Auction Activity
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This month features Triumph Stag sales from Bring a Trailer website. The site has additional sales information
and detailed descriptions going back six years.
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Exhaust Fumes - James Moore
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The gas tank for the Datsun 240Z is still in El Paso
waiting for Rick’s tanks to fix all the hacking I did
on it last month to make it fit my car. They are apparently booked with other people’s tanks, so mine is
going to take some time. That’s hot-rodding for ya,
Folks.
Being as Spring is now fully here I spent the better
part of April renovating my garden beds, cleaning up
the room above my garage with a little bit of car
preparation on the TR6 for the upcoming FOG run to
New York state thrown in for good measure.
Even though my garage has an apartment above it,
most people think it’s just storage for Triumph,
Mazda, Datsun and other car projects. I spent a
good part of the month putting up shelves and organizing all the parts so I could more quickly see
what I actually had in stock. I was amazed on all the
extra Triumph bits and bobs I had above the garage.
For some reason I have 2 complete sets of Stanpart
Trunnions, Lucas tie-rods, brake and clutch master
cylinders (and slaves) for TR6s, vertical links, distance pieces, overdrive wiring harnesses, and a ton
of stuff I wasn’t even aware I had.
Having been involved in so many TR250 and TR6 restoration projects over the last 7 years, I’ve
(apparently) double-ordered some parts. If anyone
needs a RATCO Shock In Coil set for a TR250/TR6
let me know as it’s unused and includes the RATCO
sway bars tweaked to fit around a Nissan R200 differential. It looks like I’m going to have to schedule
an Auto Jumble (parts flea market) as part of the
November meeting I’m hosting at my house as I suspect I’m not the only person with left-over Triumph
parts from projects. Let me know if anyone out
there has an interest in helping me organize such an
event?
The ceiling in the garage apartment is pretty low on
one side, so I was limited to 54” for the height of
my shelves, as I wanted to push them as close to the
low wall as possible. Fortunately, Home Depot had
some really nice heavy duty shelves that were 52”

tall. I ended up buying 5 shelves and was able to get
all the parts off the floor organized onto the
shelves. 10 years ago I put the headboard, frame
rails and foot board of a King sized bed behind all
the auto parts. Now that I could actually get to the
bed, I set it up, bought the foundation and TempurPedic copy mattress from Texas Mattress Makers
and now actually have a bed that can be used. I now
call it the Triumph suite for people having to come
long distance to help out on projects. You people
know who you are.
A couple of weeks ago this area of town got hit by a
strong hail storm and winds. I was in the house when
I heard this huge racket sounding like pebbles hitting my roof. When I went outside to see what was
going on I could see the storm front coming in over
the back of my garage. It was preceded with huge
black clouds, bending trees and then 50 cent sized
hail. Fortunately, all my vehicles were under cover.
My neighbor’s just-purchased F150, with aluminum
bodywork, got hit pretty hard requiring about
$3,500 of body work. From past experience, I figured my roof took a hit from the hail, so a call to
the company who put the new roof on my house and
garage 5 years ago was made. Shamrock Roofing’s
owner (Paul) is a real car guy just now getting into
racing MGs and they do great work. Paul sent one of
his guys over and they found quite a bit of damage
to the shingles, gutters and metal vents on the roof.
With that information I gave State Farm a call and
they sent an adjuster over. Looks like a new roof is
in order. With all the freeze damage and the deductible on the roof, it’s starting to become an ex32
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pensive house year! I guess the locusts (loci?) will be
coming next.
I’m going on the upcoming FOG tour to New York, so
figured it was about time to go through the TR6 to
make sure it was ready for the trip. As I’ve only put
12,000 miles on it since its (almost) total restoration, it’s still in very good shape. As its nickname is
Patina, there were some bits I didn’t restore when I
got it on the road, so it was time to rebuild and insulate the doors. The window channels, window regulator and waist seals from The Roadster Factory were
all ordered and installed. When the installation was
complete, I added Dynamat insulation to the inside
of the door and also made a water shield from Dynamat and Duct tape to protect the door cards. The
door is now rattle free, plus the windows roll up and
down like brand new. Rebuilding the doors is a very
worthwhile project if your car still has all the original door internals.
When I bought Patina from its original owner, I was
only given the ignition key. From experience from my
previous 2 FOG runs unloading all my tools and parts
at the hotel at the end of the day was a pain, so I
figured I’d get the trunk lock working. I ordered a
total rekey set from Moss. For those of you who
have never replaced the tumbler on your rear trunk
lock, it gets a little involved as you have to drill out
two rivets to pull the lock out of the locking mechanism. Once I tried to put the new tumbler into the
locking mechanism, the lock would not work. I must
have spent a few hours trying to get it sorted before I went on eBay and bought a new locking mechanism and lock (w keys). I bought it from SportscarpartsLTD.com. I’m not usually a big fan of Triumph
parts on eBay, but they offered a discount on the
Moss price, didn’t charge taxes or shipping and gave
a 3-day delivery time. When I received the part 3
days later, it was in a Moss box and fit perfectly.
They have a website, too, so I might be looking at
their site for future parts. I can now leave my tools
and parts locked in the trunk during hotel stays. Yea!
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One of the things that bothered me a bit in past
FOG runs was running normal petroleum based oil for
over 5000 miles. On my first FOG run Patina only
had about 100 miles on it when I left the garage, so
I changed out the break-in oil at a quickie lube place
in Orlando. I wanted to avoid that for this run, so
ended up buying Amsoil’s Z-Rod synthetic oil. I’ve
used Amsoil's break-in oil for years now, as well as
their Severe Gear 75-90W gear oil in my Toyota 5speed and Nissan R200 differential. Plus, I run their
gear lube in all my modern sports cars. The Z-Rod is
designed for flat tappet muscle cars and is high in
Zinc. Pair that with a WIX extended oil change filter and I should easily be able to make 5000 miles
plus. It’s probably overkill, but it does give me a bit
of peace of mind.
That’s it for now. Keep playing with those cars! Plus,
stay safe!

Above – Delightfully tacky bedspread
or just plain tacky? The new Triumph
smell apartment is ready at Casa du
James
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Upper Left – Almost luxurious, car part accessory
filled apartment above the garage.
Upper Right – Who knew Home Depot shelves would
be the next “it” decorating accessory?
Middle Left – Northern Tool plastic drawers are
great for small parts storage.
Middle Right – Northern Tool hanging plastic drawers
& Harbor Freight plastic shelves on right are ready
for fill.
Lower Left – previous state of apartment.
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Upper Left – Gardening leads to sprucing up my water tank screen.
Upper Right – Neighbor’s view of water
tank screen. Wood prices are outrageous!
Middle Left – Cleaned up and edged
garden.
Middle Right – Gardens are cleaned up
on the garage side. Now just need new
plants, pressure washing & dumping fluids at the hazardous dump site.
Lower Left – Surprise vendor on eBay.
Cheaper pricing than Moss, faster delivery, no shipping or tax.
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Upper Left – New lock from eBay.
Upper Right – New window channels, window regulator, waist seals & sound proofing.
Lower Left – Waiting for my 3rd FOG sticker.
Middle Right – Doors back together.
Lower Right – Amsoil products going into engine,
tranny & differential before FOG.
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Houston we have liftoff!......at least that’s what it
felt like on April 17 when Texas Governor Greg Abbott issued several Executive Orders to begin the
process of reopening the state of Texas.
The announcement included new guidelines for bars
and restaurants, and TTR responded by resuming the
TTR Travelling Breakfast events on Saturday mornings. The venues were carefully selected by John
Barrett to provide large outdoor seating where possible, and large rooms in any case. During April there
were four meetings, all with good attendance. Members have commented that of all the club activities,
they like the informal breakfast events the best because in includes cars and people, and leaves the remainder of a Saturday for other activities.
The monthly events continued virtually via ZOOM
through April, but the plan is to resume in-person
monthly meetings beginning in May, with some precautions in place. Given the age profile of TTR members, I suspect that most members have been vaccinated and will be ready for more club events.
The only event casualty worth mentioning is the
South Central VTR Regional event usually held in
April. However, the scheduled host club from last
year’s cancelled Regionals has stepped up and will be
hosting the VTR National Meet this year in September. Way to go Central Oklahoma Vintage Triumph
Register!

For the TTR members who have attended VTR National Meets, this will be an opportunity to renew old
Triumph acquaintances and again participate in the
variety of events. For TTR members who have never
attended a National Meet, the Oklahoma venue provides a reasonably close destination for the national
event and an opportunity to see some great cars and
meet friendly Triumph people from around the country.
We still need to schedule the 40th Anniversary TTR
Party, but now that things are opening we can look
for an opportunity later this year.
Next month will feature photos from the first inperson meeting in more than a year, more TTR Breakfast Photos, possibly the first segment of the 2021
FOG Tour heading to upstate New York, and perhaps
another drive report.
As always, I welcome any contributed articles from
any TTR members regarding your car, wrenching, Triumph history or trivia, or almost anything else you
feel might be of interest to the club members.
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This month our resident puzzle maker is setting out in a different direction with a Triumph Crossword Puzzle.
Readers should note that this type of puzzle requires a lot more work to create than a word search puzzle, because both the answers as well as the clues are needed to construct the puzzle. Thanks Mike... for cleverly
crafting and cluing this classic car crossword!

By Mike Hado

Spoiler Alert - Solution on the page following the clues
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Triumph Crossword Solution
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TTR Membership Form
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TTR publishes a monthly newsletter, The Bluebonnet, and holds monthly membership meetings on the 2nd Saturday of each month except December (when we
have our annual Christmas Party). For more information, contact Mike Hado
(281.807.4780).
We look forward to meeting you!

Check one:

New Membership

Renewal

Update

Member’s Name:

___________________________________________

Birthday (month/day)

_____________/_____________________________

Spouse’s Name:

___________________________________________

Birthday (month/day):

_____________/_____________________________

Street (or Mailing) Address:
City:

Optional: Send in a photo
of yourself/selves and
your Triumph(s).

__________________________________________________

____________________________________

Home Phone: _______________

Work phone:

State:

_____

Zip: _________

_____________

Cell: _______________

E-mail Address: ________________________________________________________________________
Triumph ownership is not a prerequisite for membership; however, if you do own any Triumphs, please tell us about
them:

Year

Model

_____ ___________
_____ ___________
_____ ___________
_____ ___________
_____ ___________

Commission No.

_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________

Color

________
________
________
________
________

Condition*

______________
______________
______________
______________
______________

*O = Original, R = Restored, B = Being Restored, P = Parts Car

Dues: $30 per year per family.
Make check payable to Texas Triumph Register and mail to Texas Triumph Register, P.O. Box
40847, Houston, Texas 77240-0847). Your cancelled check is your receipt. –or-On-line payment option using Pay Pal available on our website!
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